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“Tech is changing the rules of the game. Tech transformation is 
here and accelerating, the only uncertainty is who will be the 
winners.”
Christian Mumenthaler, Group CEO Swiss Re



Consumer Behaviour 
Changes 

New Business Models 
Emerging  

Technology & Data 
Advancement 

• Artificial intelligence 
• Blockchain 
• IoT

• Omni-Channel 
• Ecosystem
• B2B2C 

• Renovated consumer 
• Mobile phone dependent 
• Changing expectations 

Our industry continues through a phase of change and 
digital transformation
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Three major implications for the insurance industry
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Catalysts / Inhibitors
(e.g. technological diffusion, regulation, consumer, competitors) 

Technological advancements
(e.g. internet of things, blockchain, AI) 

Change 
of risk pools Automation Disruption of

industry structure

1 2 3

Change of 
risk pools Automation

Disruption



InsurTech is growing fast across Asia and is here to stay

Tech to bridge the Asia protection gap 

Asia is one of the most underpenetrated insurance
markets in the world.

43% of the world’s population but only 13% of total
premiums in 2016.

Source: UBS Shifting Asia report 2017

Customer willingness to purchase insurance
from big tech firms

40% of APAC customers (excl. Japan) 29.5%
Global customers

14.5% Japan customers would prefer to buy insurance
from a big tech firms than an insurer

Source: Cap Gemini 2018

Global Insurtech funding in USD

Source:
Fintech global
Jan 2019

Asia Insurtech - 90 deals over the last 5 years

companies logo for illustration only 5



Insurtech is already covering the entire value chain
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Source: Swiss Re Institute June 2017, based on information from company websites and media reports
By % share by number of start-up investments 2014-2016



Turing test design
1st neural net machine

”AI” term is coined

50’s
Machine learning theory

Solving word based algebra
1st chatbot demo

60’s Infection blood 
disease diagnoses
“AI winter”: lack of 
computing power

70’s
Neural network theory
1st machine translation

80’s US military logistics
Deepblue chess champion

90’s
1st AI algorithms used

across industries
Web based recommendations

00’

Watson wins Jeopardy
1st digital assistant launch
(Siri, Cortana, Google now)

2011
Google Brain recognises 

a picture of a cat
opensource ML library

2012 Google Brain describes a 
picture scene

Skype instant translation

2014
AI generalises learnings 

across different environments

2015 Alphago beats go champion
Speech recognition reaches 

human parity
Virtual world for AI to learn in

2016
AI cloud to device, ML medical 
diagnostic, output images from 

drawings, AI discover a new planet

2017

AI – a sudden acceleration from an initial long journey
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China world leader in AI patents & papers

China leading equity AI start-ups 
funding in 2017

1. China 48% USD4.9b 19 invst.
2. USA 38% USD4.4b 155 invst.

3. Rest of the world 13%

Source: epo.org 

Source: cbinsights

China’s AI Development Roadmap
2020: Keep pace with US AI tech
2025: Achieve AI breakthroughs

2030: Be the AI world leader

China AI industry today worth 
USD150b (67% growth yoy)

China bridging 
the talent race gap

1. USA 13.9%
2. China 8.9%

Source: SCMP

China mobile citizen fuelling data to AI BAT models
800 millions Internet users, 95% mobile, 2x more time spend online that 

US, 57% time spent on BAT apps, 11x more mobile payments than the US

BAT & Ping An positioning themselves for Asia
Partnering / funding local leading platforms - epayment, ecommerce, digital 

health apps, aggregators…
PA one connect cloud platform commercialization

GAFA/Silicon Valley leading 
position being trailed by BATX 

AI - China the rising superpower

Ping An leading AI 
applications for insurance
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Source: CBInsights

AI – emerging trends



Example of application of AI/ML in insurance
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Underwriting: smoker or not Claim: fraudulent or not Sales: customer segmentation



AI refining data for solutions across the value chain
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propensity to buy propensity to claim propensity to lapse probability of 
fraudulent claim

Data refined 
by AI

Solutions enabled 
by AI

Contextual
distribution to micro
segments, sense 
customer needs, 

Identify sale 
triggers, sales 
compliance

Alternative data, 
digital health data
for more precise

and automated UW

Automate claims /
risk retrocession / 

capital 
management

More dynamic risk 
engineering

processes (e.g.
regular risk 

assessment,
dynamic pricing

mechanism)

Better identification, 
prediction and 

management of risk 
to 

prevent/reduce/dela
y claims

Insurance data example

sales / 
campaign

in-force claim channel

Alternative data example

online 
browsing

wearable / 
fitness

social mediaraw
data



Swiss Re’s world-class data science capabilities to 
deliver state-of-the-art data analytics and AI solutions

Big Data 
Tools & 
Frameworks

Machine Learning

Text 
Analytics

Visual Analytics

Rapid 
Prototyping

Predictive Modelling 

Data Science workplace and infrastructure

Computer 
Vision
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Swiss Re’s AI-enabled solutions launched across globe
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Relationship between AI/ML and actuarial 
science
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Actuarial AI/ML Data science

Focus

• The Law of Large Numbers is a key principle
• As the number of exposure units, or policyholders, increases, 

the probability is higher that the actual loss per exposure unit 
will equal the expected loss per exposure unit. The focus of 
actuarial modelling is how to set the right premium for a risk 
pool (a cohort of policies).

• Balance between data insight vs. business knowledge

• A model is built to learn the pattern from historical data. And the 
model is applied in new data to predict the probability that certain 
event would happen on individuals.

• Focus on model’s generalization capability.

Methodology

• A global explanation is important e.g. male is x% more likely to 
claim than female. GLM can fulfill global explain-ability. 

• Less use of unsupervised learning approaches.

• A wider selection of techniques are commonly used in machine 
learning. Some are more complicated, e.g. random forest, and 
cannot gives coefficients as GLM does. 

• Unsupervised learning is applied when no clear target variable is 
available. 

Data

• Actuaries predominantly focus on attributes directly applicable to 
problem statement.

• Reliant on data but has to fill in gaps with expert knowledge.

• Usually looks at as many attributes as available
• Structured, unstructured, labelled, unlabeled

Application

• Actuarial modelling combines data analysis and subject matter 
expertise.

• Problems solved are almost always financial.
• Risk-oriented

• Raw outcome is usually a probabilistic score.
• Involved in wide range of problems not just financial, e.g. 

optimizing customer experience
• Opportunity-focused
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A flu prediction example

The three highlighted symptoms may be a faithful approximation of the model for patients who look like the 
one being inspected, but they probably do not represent how the model behaves for *all* patients

Local explain-ability

https://www.oreilly.com
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One possible way to implement model local explain-
ability 

• Blue/pink box is the decision 
boundary of the highly non-
linear model 

• The dashed line is the 
learned local model to 
explain the decision for        . 

• Local model can be a GLM 
model, which has good 
global explain-ability.
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Challenges in insurance industry
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The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
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China’s Cyber Security Law and the General Principles 
of the Civil Law

• Enacted in 2017

• Requires that Internet businesses must not
leak or tamper with the personal information

• When conducting data transactions with third
parties, they need to ensure that the
proposed contract follow legal data protection
obligations.
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Challenges in insurance industry

Traditional insurance 
data, e.g. age, gender, 
occupation class, etc.

. Claim dataX1 Y

Insurance company A Non- insurance company B

online browsing and 
buying behaviorX2
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Federated Learning (originally proposed by Google) 
may be a promising solution

• Google Gboard query suggestion*: 
– your device downloads the current model, improves it by 

learning from data on your phone, and then summarizes 
the changes as a small focused update. 

– Only this update to the model is sent to the cloud, using 
encrypted communication, where it is immediately 
averaged with other user updates to improve the shared 
model. 

– All the training data remains on your device, and no 
individual updates are stored in the cloud. 
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* https://ai.googleblog.com/2017/04/federated-learning-collaborative.html



Different types of FL
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Horizontal FL: when different parties’ 
datasets have big overlap in features but 
small overlap in users

Vertical FL: when different parties’ datasets 
have small overlap in features but big 
overlap in users



Summary



Key takeaways

• With access to data, the impact of technology / AI on insurance will grow 
tremendously

• The advance of AI will require more collaboration between actuaries, data 
scientist and business stakeholders to improve accuracy of risk models

• AI models are coming with new challenges that will require innovative mindset 
from all insurance eco-system partners



Want to know more…

• Follow us on:

Swiss Re Institute           Wechat Swiss Re   /    TDI China in Focus
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